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The CNA skill test is generally conducted in the second half of your certification exam. You are
required to clear this particular examination in order to become a successful CNA. During this
course the faculty member trains the candidates with different skills training. You will also be taught
things about hand on practical test during your medical practicum. CNA entrance exam totally
depends on which state you belong to because the course will vary from state to state on the other
hand skill test and certification test will also differ. For instance, few examinations will make you
show only about 4 various nursing assistant skills, while others you have to show as many as
seven. Some of the proficiency that they might ask you to show can differ and it will totally depend
on which state you want to work as CNA. Your responsibility and duties may also differ state wise.
Few CNA test will permit you to choose the responsibility that you wish to show to the person who is
monitoring the test compared to other test which will not give you a choice. They might ask you to
finish casual task as told by the testing individual.

CNA skills test tips

You have to concentrate carefully on the task assigned to you by your trainer. You will be given
different task or duties to perform while your trainer checks your presentation.

The examiners keep an eye on everything; therefore maintain discipline, decorum and safety while
you serve your patient

You have to be very careful while performing your task. The patient should be aware of what you
are doing to him/her. Itâ€™s your duty to be very responsible and careful while locking the wheel chair
and taking proper safety measures.

In health care sector you need lot of practice. A CNA is responsible to take care of the minute detail
of the patients, from relocating the patient in his bed to changing his clothes, bathing, grooming,
checking blood pressure, recording vital signs, taking temperature, providing bed pan, changing bed
sheets when the bed is occupied by the patient etc. He/she should be very patient to handle this
situation calmly.

CNA is an excellent course for those students who want to pursue their career in nursing and in
health care services. Above given information will help you to give an idea.
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